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Abstract. Today, iris recognition, fingerprint recognition, face recogni-
tion, voice recognition and other biometric technology are experiencing
rapid development. This paper addresses a new biometric technology–
the identification and recognition based on point of blood vessel skeleton
for ocular fundus. The image for green gray scale of ocular fundus is
utilized. The cross point of skeleton shape of blood vessel for ocular fun-
dus using contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization is extracted
at first. After filtering treatment and extracting shape, shape curve of
blood vessels is obtained. The cross point of shape for curve matching
is later carried out by means of cross point matching. The recognition
based on shape for blood vessel of ocular fundus has been demonstrated
in this paper to possess high Identification and recognition rate, low re-
jection recognition rate as well as good universality, exclusiveness and
stability. With more and more progress made in extracting technology,
the recognition for blood vessel of optic fundus is to become an effective
biometric technology.

1 Related Work

The shape of blood vessel for ocular fundus is important indicator to diagnose
such diseases as hypertension, vascular sclerosis, coronary artery sclerosis and dia-
betes.The certain achievements have been fulfilled in image processing of bloodves-
sel of ocular fundus. Considering that zero-crossing can neither always correspond
to real edge nor always signal edge position precisely, F. Ulupinar[1] makes relevant
revision. Canny[2] raises optimal operator suitable for any randomly shaped edge
extraction. However, due to utilization of Gaussian filter, it still remains imprecise
occasionally. Though arithmetic operator of morphological gradient[3] is easy and
quick, it’s confined to image with the noise of pepper and salt. The relax method is
used to extract linear blood vessels. Since arteries and veins cross over each other,
blood vessels have to be segmented into several pieces. Hueckel uses arithmetic op-
erator to apply fitting method of blood vessel to extract edge[4]. It is insensitive to
noise and effective in region of intense texture, but it demands tremendous calcula-
tion. Taking into consideration the inherent features of blood vessel [5], being that
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blood vessel is of linear shape and gradient direction on the left threshold is just op-
posite to that on the right threshold, Tascini G. puts forward the method of search
edge direction [6]. The edge of blood vessel in the second period of hypertension
is rather blur and very low contrast so that it can’t be traced. In order to improve
that, Rangayyan R. M. et al suggests reinforcing linear feature of blood vessel at
the frequency field. But the result isn’t good due to exudation of ocular fundus.
Chauduri S. et al. employs the Gaussian models of twelve different directions to
filter fundus blood vessel [7]. Then, those methods aren’t nice at enhancing the
fundus image of blood vessel for hypertension patients. Otherwise, utilization of
Gaussian madel of fixed size makes it fail in dealing with blood vessels with salient
variation in diameter and shape highly curved. Substitution of Gaussian models of
different sizes is sure to cause excessive computation. The literatures[8,9] make a
study on matching for blood vessel of ocular fundus. The literatures [10,11] make
a study of algorithm of fingerprint based on point pattern. Based on the researches
mentioned above, together with the blood vessel of Ocular Fundus for biometric
features, this paper addressed the recognition for blood vessel of Ocular Fundus,
using contrast-limited adaptive histogramequalizationby employing gradient vec-
tor curve to analyze the features of blood vessel of ocular fundus.

2 Feature to Extract Blood Vessel of Ocular Fundus

The diameter of capillary vessels for ocular fundus may vary with passage of
time and various diseases, then their direction for distribution remains the same
for long time. This encourages vector curve that analyzes distribution of blood
vessel orientation to be utilized as biometric features for blood vessel of ocular
fundus. The concrete steps extracts feature as the following:

(1) Enhance contrast of gray scale image and utilize contrast limited adaptive
histogram equalization. At first, deal with subregions in the image and then
converge adjacent small regions with method of bilinear interpolation in order
to get rid of artificial edges. Fig.1 is fundus image of gray scale; Fig.2 is gray
scale enhanced image; Fig.3 is inversion to enhance result of gray scale.

Fig. 1. Fundus image of gray scale Fig. 2. Gray scale enhanced image
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Fig. 3. Inversion to enhance gray scale Fig. 4. Filtering

Fig. 5. Binary processing Fig. 6. Median filter

Fig. 7. Fill holes Fig. 8. Erase holes

(2) Filter image by means of un-sharp algorithm(fig.4).
(3) Binary processing. Binary processing deal with all the local maximums

over a supposed threshold and input gray scale image as a parameter. In a
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Fig. 9. Extract skeleton Fig. 10. The cross point of shape of blood
vessel

dimorph image, local maximum of output dimorph image is assumed to be 1,
and the remainder 0, which are used to search out region whose brightness
changes most. ( Fig.5). At last, median filter is utilized ( Fig.6).

(4) Fill holes. Holes are those dark regions surrounded by whiter setting.
Exchange o with 1 in the binary image (Fig.7) and erase holes (Fig.8).

(5) Extract skeleton on the basis of erosion( Fig.9). Cut edge disturbance and
find out the embranchment point of shape of blood vessel. The ”+” mark the
embranchment point and cross point of shape of blood vessel(Fig.10).

3 Matching Algorithm for Blood Vessel of Ocular Fundus

In a bid to transform a given feature point of input image of blood vessel to a
corresponding position in the template image of blood vessel, the corresponding
transformation factor should be known. The algorithm in this paper deals with
image of blood vessel with the same differentiation. In ideal condition, the zoom
factor is Z. Assume a given point in the input point set P is pi(xpi, ypi, θpi, 1), which
is transformed by the following formula into pi(xT

pi, yT
pi, θT

pi, ZT
pi); and assume

a given point in the template point set is qj(xqj , yqj , θqj , zqj). If (xT
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(xqj , yqj , θqj , zqj), the transforming factor is that pi is similar to qj on the con-
dition of (�x, �y, �θ, � z). The images of blood vessel are captured using the
same facilities and the same distance. So pi is simplified as (xpi, ypi, θpi) and qj as
(xqj , yqj , θqj). The zoom factor in the course of transformation is ruled out.
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Where �x and �y are translation factors in x direction and y direction respec-
tively, �θ is rotation factor, and �Z=1 is zoom factor. The first three factors need
to be determined in order to identify the two images of blood vessel precisely.
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3.1 Determination of Reference Point and Calculation of
Transformation Factor

In the process of the point of blood vessel matching, the calculation of matching
reference point is of a great importance. Clustering method is utilized to get
a precise matching reference point and a group of transformation parameters.
Though this method can lead to a quite precise matching reference point, it
involves excessive computation.Two images of blood vessel can be transformed
in accordance with the obtained transforming parameter, which leads to a further
examination of similarity between two triangles.

(1) Calculate respectively corresponding side-length to vertex pi and qj , |p1P2|
and |q1q2|.

(2) If ||p1P2|-|q1q2|| > D1, one corresponding side of the two triangles isn’t of
the same length, then the two triangles aren’t congruent. The examination ends.
Re-choose vertices pi and qj and two nearest feature points (p1, p2) and (q1, q2).
Return to the first step.

(3) Otherwise, calculate respectively the distance form pi to p1, qj to p1 and
from p2 to q1, p2 to q2:|pip1|, |pip2| and |qjq1|, |qjq2|. If ||pip1| − |qjq1|| ≤ D2
and ||pip2| − |qjq2|| ≤ D2, or||pip2| − |qjq1|| ≤ D2 and ||pip1| − |qjq2|| ≤ D2,
it’s proved the three sides of the two are of similar length and the two triangles
are almost congruent. Otherwise Re-choose vertices pi and qj and two nearest
feature points (p1, p2) and (q1, q2). Return to the first step.

(4) According to corresponding vertex of the two triangles, calculate orienta-
tion disparity between possibly matching feature points, �θp1qj , �θp1q1 , �θp2q2 .
The formula is.

�Qpq =
{

θp − θq, if(θp − θq ≥ 0)
thetap − θq + 180, if(θp − θq < 0) (2)

If angle disparity between corresponding vertices is similar i.e. �θp1qj ≈
�θp1q1 ≈ �θp2q2 , the angle between the two feature points (pi, p1, p2) and
(qj , q1, q2) is supposed to satisfy a rotation relationship. The formula of this
rotation is.

�θ =
1
3
(θpiqj + θp1q1 + θp2q2) (3)

Otherwise no matching is formed between the sets. Re-choose vertices pi and
qj and two nearest feature points (p1, p2) and (q1, q2). Return to the first step.

(5) Choose (pi, qj) as a transforming circle for the rotation and then rotate
(qj , q1, q2). The consequent point is . Calculate spatial disparity in x direction and
y direction respectively which are (�xpiqj , �ypiqj ), (�xp1q1 , �yp1q1), (�xp2q2 ,
�yp2q2). The formula is.

∆xpq = xp − yq (4)

∆ypq = yp − yq (5)

Now if �xpiqj ) ≈ �xp1q1) ≈ �xp2q2) and �ypiqj ) ≈ �yp1q1) ≈ �yp2q2), the
two feature point subsets (pi, p1, p2) and (qj , q1, q2) meet a kind of transformation
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relationship in x, y direction. The two subset match whose rotation, translation
and transformation factor are (�θ, �x, �y) respectively, and

�x =
1
3
(xpiqj + xp1q1 + xp2q2) (6)

�y =
1
3
(ypiqj + yp1q1 + yp2q2) (7)

According to the obtained referencepoint (pi, qj)and transformation factor (�θ,
�x, �y), the skeleton ban of blood vessel be judged whether the same or not.

4 Experimentation

In order to identify that the embranchment point of skeleton shape of blood vessel
can serve as biometric feature for fundus image of blood vessel, a TRC-50/50VT
fundus camera produced form Japanese Topcon company, and fundus images of
blood vessel of 2000 people are collected as experimental database where each
people has ten images taken at different time. To obtain False Non Match Race,
or False Rejection Rate, a matching algorithm is made between every fundus
image of blood vessel Tij and its other sample fundus images of blood vessel
Fik (0 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ 9) and then the total matching times should be ((10x9)/2)x
2000=360000. To obtain False Match Rate, or False Acceptance Rate, a matching
algorithm is made between the first sample template Ti0 of every fundus blood
vessel in the database and the first image Fi0 of other fundus blood vessels in
the same database. Calculate the ultimate matching result between fundus blood
vessel images. The total matching times should be (2000x199)/2=199000.

Extracting features from two fundus images of blood vessel follows several
steps. At first, according to gray scale image, fix the brightest region of the win-
dow, The region’s center of the optical disk acts as the origin. Then starting
with the horizontal direction; search out the first point of branch of the three
vector curves of blood vessel skeleton. This point of branch is regarded as feature
point. And then calculate the matching reference point of the two fundus images
of blood vessel. The results of the cross-comparison experiment carried out on
the 2000 fundus images of blood vessel are: zero false recognition, 25 false rejec-
tion and 0.0125 recognition rejection. In this paper, similarity between different
fundus skeleton of blood vessel is measured, where four units are adopted as
threshold box: 0.65 of fundus skeletons of blood vessel of different people over-
lap less than 0.292; 0.886 overlap less than 0.51; 0.973 overlap less than 0.73 and
0.9995 overlap less than 90.

Everyone has contrasting ocular fundus of blood vessel skeleton, which re-
mains constant for long; The diameter of fundus blood vessel does change and
capillary vessels do increase but they have no effect on fundus skeleton feature
of blood vessel. The feature of embranchment point of blood vessel for ocular
fundus is universal, unique and stable but due to certain difficulty as to feature
extraction, it hasn’t been paid enough attention. At present, with continuous
progress in extracting technology, the identification of blood vessel for ocular
fundus tends to become an effective method of recognition.
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